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Properties	calculated	from	Blos v	Br (Guerra	et	al.,	under	review)

o Comparison	between	extracted	
properties	from	same	algorithms

o morphologic	properties	least	effected	
(e.g.,	PIL	length	– panel	a)

o spatial	pattern	properties	constrained	
(e.g.,	spectral	power	index	– panel	d)

o flux-related	properties	shifted	upward	
(e.g.,	Beff – panel	e)

Active	Region	Properties	(WP2)



Properties	calculated	from	Blos v	Br (Guerra	et	al.,	under	review)

Active	Region	Properties	(WP2)
J.A. Guerra et al.
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Figure 4. As Figure 3, but for properties: a–b) ↵, c–d) B
e↵

; e–f) E
Ising

.

SOLA: template.tex; 11 September 2017; 19:05; p. 14

o Comparison	between	extracted	
properties	from	same	algorithms

o property	differences	largest	towards	the	
limb

o indications	of	E-W	asymmetry
o SDO/HMI	noise



Flows	near	polarity	inversion	lines	(Park	et	al.,	under	review)

o Characterising	flows	in	
opposite	polarity	regions

o decompose	into	parallel	
and	perpendicular	flows	
w.r.t.	PIL

o velocity	shear	is	
difference	between	flows	
either	side	of	PIL

o convergent/divergent	
flows	also	accessible

Active	Region	Properties	(WP2)
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NOAA AR 12420
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Figure 2. An example of measuring AR photospheric shear-flow speed. (a) SHARP Br image of NOAA
12420 observed at 11:36:01UT on 2015 September 26. (b) MPIL (pink dotted line) and its strong-gradient
strong-field subset, ?MPIL (orange dotted line) overlaid on the cutout region, R1, outlined in panel a. Here
t̂ is indicated as the eastward unit vector parallel to the best-fit line (purple dashed line) to the points of
?MPIL within a local area of 1.5 ⇥ 1.5Mm centered on the k-th pixel of the ?MPIL. (c) AR horizontal flow
velocity vectors (cyan/red arrows on positive/negative Br pixels). Here +v (k) and �v (k) are the weighted
mean horizontal velocity vectors from positive and negative magnetic flux pixels, respectively, within the
local area of 15 ⇥ 15Mm centered on the k-th pixel using a 2D Gaussian kernel of FWHM 4Mm. (d) AR
shear-flow speed map determined as S = |+vt �� vt |. (e) Tilt angle of t̂ relative to Solar East, (f) magnitude
of +vt (cyan, lower curve) and �vt (red, upper curve), and (g) S as a function of pixel distance along ?MPIL.



Flows	near	polarity	inversion	lines	(Park	et	al.,	under	review)
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Figure 5. Flaring rates above C1.0 in the next 24 hr as a function of each of the six parameters. Poisson
uncertainties in flaring rates are depicted by error bars. In panels c and f, the dashed and solid lines indicate
the best-fit linear and exponential functions, respectively.

ter bin. The distributions of 24-hr flaring rates
for the intensive flow parameters (i.e., panels
a, b, d and e in Figs. 5 and 6) are very simi-
lar to those of the flaring-AR fractions shown in
Fig. 4. However, 24-hr flaring rates for S

sum

and
� show di↵erent characteristics to their flaring-
AR fractions – i.e., over the entire parameter
range, 24-hr flaring rates show a consistently
increasing trend in the form of either a linear or
exponential function. Note that panels c and
f in Figs. 5 and 6 include the lines of best-
fit for linear (dashed) and exponential (solid)

functions derived from least-squares regression
using weights of

p
N
AR

. From these distribu-
tions of 24-hr flaring rates, we find that: i) ARs
with nearly zero-valued parameters rarely pro-
duce flares within 24 hr of T

obs

; ii) ARs with
increasingly larger values of S

sum

and � pro-
duce increasingly more flares within 24 hr; iii)
the 24-hr flaring rates above C1.0 and M1.0 as
a function of S

sum

(in units of 101 km s�1Mm)
are well fit by R>C1 = 2.25 S

sum

� 0.21 and
R>M1

= 61.44 exp (0.032 S
sum

) � 61.49, respec-
tively; iv) R>C1 and R>M1

as a function of �

10 Park et al.
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Figure 6. As Figure 5, but for flaring rates above M1.0 in the next 24 hr.

(in units of 1023Mx) are also well fit by R>C1 =
2.96��0.19 and R>M1

= 0.01 exp (2.28�)+0.08,
respectively.
The relation between point-in-time values of

the six parameters and waiting time, ⌧, until
the first/next major flare (i.e., above M1.0) pro-
duced by the AR following the parameter obser-
vation time is also investigated. To achieve this,
a total of 1,223 SHARP image pairs are cho-
sen containing ARs that produced at least one
flare above M1.0 after their SHARP observa-
tion times T

obs

. Figure 7 shows box-and-whisker
plots of ⌧ for subsets of the selected 1,223 major-
flare-associated SHARP image pairs in the same

parameter bins used in Figs. 3–6. The 2nd,
25th, 50th, 75th, and 98th percentiles of ⌧ val-
ues in each parameter bin are denoted by the
lower whisker, bottom of the box, band inside
the box, top of the box, and upper whisker, re-
spectively. In contrast to the other 4 parameters
that appear to have no systematic dependence
of ⌧, if an AR in the major flare-associated
data set has relatively large values of S

sum

or
�, then ⌧ for the next major flare from the
AR tends to smaller time scales. For exam-
ple, most ARs in the data set having S

sum

>
30 km s�1Mm or � > 1.2 ⇥ 1023Mx produced
a major flare within 24 hr from the parameter
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Figure 7. Box-and-whisker plots depicting the distribution of waiting times ⌧ to the next major (i.e., above
M1.0) flare. A total of 1,223 SHARP image pairs for which their ARs produced at least one flare above
M1.0 after the parameter measurement are classified into the same parameter bins as shown in Figs. 3-6.
Whiskers extend to the 2nd (lower) and 98th percentiles (upper), boxes extend from the 25th (lower edge)
to the 75th percentiles (upper edge), while the 50th percentile (i.e., median) is depicted by the horizontal
bar within the box (sometimes coincident with the lower or upper edge).

observation time. In other words, large ARs
consisting of either small ?MPILs with strong
shear flows or long ?MPILs with at least mod-
erate shear flows (i.e., both leading to large
S
sum

) seldom remain flare-quiet, instead pro-
ducing major flares on short time scales. We
also find that the median ⌧ values in the S

sum

and � parameter bins are well fit by the expo-
nential functions ⌧ = 4.71 exp (�0.882 S

sum

) and

⌧ = 4.12 exp (�1.089�), respectively, marked by
the red solid lines in panels c and f of Fig. 7.
This suggests that S

sum

and � might be practi-
cally useful for making probabilistic predictions
about when the next tentative major flare will
occur, as well as possibly distinguishing between
flaring and flare-quiet time periods as a function
of S

sum

and �.

o Flare	productivity	scales	with	total	velocity	shear	along	PIL
o no	clear	dependence	on	average	or	maximum	shear

o Time	to	next	major	flare	(≥	M1.0)	shorter	with	greater	total	shear	along	PIL
o broad	distribution	spread,	but	inter-quartile	ranges	drop



Forecasting	from	all	Blos properties

Prediction	Algorithm	Comparison	(WP3/5)

Prediction Algorithm Probability	
of	Detection

POD

Probability	of	
False	Detection

POFD

True Skill	
Statistic
TSS

Hybrid	Lasso 0.94 0.20 0.74

Hybrid	Logit 0.90 0.20 0.70

Random	Forest 0.71 0.07 0.65

Probabilistic K-means 0.65 0.40 0.25

Support	Vector	Classifier 0.14 0.02 0.12

K-means 0.02 0.01 0.01

Sim. Ann.	K-means 0.00 0.32 -0.32

Fuzzy K-means 0.08 0.66 -0.57

o Event	definition:
o ≥	M1.0	flares	within	24	hours

o Trained	on	14-Sep-2012	to
31-Dec-2014

o Tested	on	1-Jan-2015	to																			
31-Mar-2016

o Only	showing	verification	for	flare	
yes/no	classifying	algorithms



Operational	benchmark	(Murray	et	al.,	2017,	Space	Weather,	15,	577)
o Human	intervention	adds	skill	beyond	basic	starting	model	(e.g.,	Poisson	

rates	->	probabilities)

Met	Office	Forecast	Comparison	(WP5)



Non-neutralized	currents	(Kontogiannis et	al.,	2017,	SolPhys,	212,	159)

o Correspond	to	“excess”	beyond	

o checks	to	guarantee	suitability	of	
input	data

o currently	data	are	filtered	at	AR	
property	extraction	algorithm	stage

o improved	tracking	of	unprocessed	
data	to	be	implemented	in	Year	3

Exploratory	Active	Region	Properties	(WP6)
Kontogiannis et al.

Figure 4. INN,tot (left) and INN,max (right) vs. Φtot (top), the total unsigned vertical
current Jz (middle) and the sum of the modulus of the average net current per polarity
Jz,sum(bottom). The points associated with flares within 24 h, are noted in different colors.

SOLA: ms_rev.tex; 24 August 2017; 0:18; p. 18



Non-neutralized	currents	(Kontogiannis et	al.,	2017,	SolPhys,	212,	159)

o Bayesian	probabilities	
determined	from	thresholding

o checks	to	guarantee	suitability	of	
input	data

Exploratory	Active	Region	Properties	(WP6)
Non-neutralized currents and flare productivity

(a)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Bayesian inferred probabilities of INN,tot (red) and INN,max (orange) compared
with that of Φtot (black),Jz (green) and Jz,sum (cyan), for C-, M-, X-, above C- and above
M-class flares. Φtot, Jz , Jz,sum, INN,tot and INN,max thresholds have been normalized to
the corresponding maximum values, i.e. 1.68917 · 1023 Mx, 2.59441 · 1014 A, 4.21399 · 1013 A,
7.52898 · 1013 A and 6.06393 · 1012 A, respectively

SOLA: ms_rev.tex; 24 August 2017; 0:18; p. 19



Parametric	simulations	(Pariat et	al.,	2017,	A&A,	601,	A125)

o Orientation	and	
strength	of	
overlying	field	
varied

o Observational	
properties	
extracted	from	
simulation	
surface

o What	behaviours	
do	erupting	cases	
share?

Exploratory	Eruption	Precursors	(WP6)

o monitoring	of	system	integrity	and	
continuity

o partial	algorithm	integration	in	
infrastructure	in	Year	2

o system	management	catered	for	by	
Luigi	Workflow	software	(WP4)

Table 1. Parametric simulations

Label No Erupt SD No Erupt MD No Erupt WD No Erupt ND Erupt WD Erupt MD Erupt SD
Bd 10 7.5 5 0 �5 �7.5 �10

Arcade Strength Strong Medium Weak Null Weak Medium Strong
Eruption No No No No Yes Yes Yes

Fig. 1. Snapshots comparing the evolution of the systems in the eruptive (bottom row) and non-eruptive (top row) cases with medium arcade
strength (Bd = ±7.5). The respectively [cyan, orange] field lines initially belong to the [arcade, emerging flux rope]. The two-dimensional (2D)
horizontal cut displays the distribution at z = 0 of the vertical component of the magnetic field, Bz with a gray-scale code. Only the volume above
that boundary is considered in the present study.

�ini,MD/�ini,WD = 3/2 and �ini,S D/�ini,MD = 4/3. In the present
simulation framework, it is obvious that the magnetic flux does
not constitute a discriminative factor for eruptivity. The values of
� for the eruptive and non-eruptive simulations are completely
intertwined.

Because the simulation setup consists of a flux rope emerg-
ing into a coronal field, it is interesting to plot the injected mag-
netic flux, here defined as the flux added to the pre-existing field.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 2, we represent the injected magnetic
flux, �in j, defined, for each simulation, in reference to its initial
magnetic flux, �ini:

�in j ⌘ � � �ini . (4)

The curves of �in j show very strong similarities in terms of in-
jected flux. This is expected since the very same magnetic struc-
ture is emerging in all seven runs. For all seven cases, the emer-
gence starts around t ⇠ 30 and presents a very sharp increase
until t ⇠ 60. During that period, more than 80% of the magnetic
flux is injected in the systems. In this first phase of the emer-
gence, the curves are barely distinguishable from one another.
The curves only begin to di↵er slightly after t ⇠ 65. This di↵er-
ence is likely due to mild external reconnections occurring in the
eruptive simulations as the emerging flux rope interacts with the
overlying anti-parallel field, lightly perturbing and reducing the
amount of flux emerging compared to the non-eruptive runs.

After that, the magnetic injection increases moderately be-
fore reaching a plateau and slightly decreasing. The quantity
�in j is therefore not able to discriminate the eruptive behavior
present in the di↵erent simulations. No distinctive signature of
eruptivity is present in the curves of the magnetic fluxes in the
pre-eruptive phase.

3.2. Magnetic energies

The magnetic energy being the central source of energy in ac-
tive solar events motivates us to present in Fig. 3, top left panel,
the evolution of the magnetic energy Emag for the di↵erent sim-
ulations. Similarly to �, because of the di↵erence in the initial
magnetic coronal field, Emag does not constitute a pertinent cri-
terion of eruptivity. For each simulation, we also plot the in-
jected magnetic energy Ein j, defined relative to the initial value
Emag,ini ⌘ Emag(t = 0):

Ein j ⌘ Emag � Emag,ini . (5)

As for �in j, the evolution of Ein j for the di↵erent simula-
tions in the initial phase of the emergence, between t = 30 and
t = 65, presents extremely similar properties. One simulation
is barely distinguishable from any other one. In the pre-eruptive
phase of the eruptive simulations, the mild external reconnection
induces a lower magnetic flux injection (cf. Fig. 2) that results
in a slightly lower injected magnetic energy. It is only once the
system is erupting, for t > 120, that Ein j starts to present sig-
nificant di↵erences between the eruptive and non-eruptive cases.
This is likely due to the ejection of the erupting current-carrying
structure outside of the simulation domain. In any-case, this in-
dicates that Ein j, similarly to �in j, does not represent an e�cient
eruptivity criterion that would allow a forecast of the eruptions.

As discussed in Valori et al. (2013), the magnetic energy of
a magnetic field with finite non-solenoidality (r · B , 0), can be
decomposed as:

Emag = Epot + E f ree + Ens , (6)

where Epot and E f ree are the energies associated with the poten-
tial and current-carrying solenoidal contributions, respectively,

Article number, page 4 of 15



Erupting	vs	non-erupting	simulations
o Relative	helicity

Exploratory	Eruption	Precursors	(WP6)

potential vectors are computed using the DeVore gauge (DeVore
2000), that is, Az = 0. This method actually allows us to compute
helicity with di↵erent sets of gauges (cf. Appendix A) as well as
allowing us to determine the quality of the helicity conservation
in the numerical domain (cf. Appendix B).

While HV , Hj , and Hpj are theoretically gauge invariant
for purely solenoidal fields, the finite level of solenoidality of
B, inherently present in any discretized dataset, induces a cer-
tain gauge dependance of the helicities (Valori et al. 2016). In
Sect. 3.2, we noted that the value of |Ens/E| lies at < 6% and
< 1% depending on the phase of the emergence. The compu-
tation of relative helicity with di↵erent gauge sets allows us to
control the impact of the finite non-solenoidality of the data on
the helicity estimation. These tests are presented in Appendix A.
Thanks to the relatively low level of |Ens/E|, we find that the
gauge invariance of the helicity quantities is well verified, with
measurement errors on the helicity quantities on the order of 5%.
Such a tolerance can be taken as an error on the helicity curves
presented here. The conclusions that are drawn from our study
are not a↵ected by such an error.

4.2. Total magnetic helicity evolution comparison

The comparative evolution of magnetic helicity for the seven dif-
ferent flux emergence simulations is presented in Fig. 5. In all
cases, the helicity presents a smooth increase in time as helicity
is injected into the system thanks to the continuous emergence.
In the eruptive cases, the ejection of the flux rope from the sim-
ulation domain is associated (very weakly in the strong arcade
case) with a small decrease of HV after t ⇠ 150. It is worth
noting that, compared to the injection of magnetic flux and en-
ergy, the helicity accumulates much more smoothly and slowly.
While more than 70% of �in j and 50% of E f ree is injected into
the system between t = 30 and t = 50, only 10% of HV has
been injected into the system during that period. In all the flux
emergence simulations studied here, the helicity injection is thus
partly delayed compared to these other quantities. This delay be-
tween the magnetic flux increase and the helicity accumulation
agrees with the trend noted in observational studies of active re-
gion emergence (Jeong & Chae 2007; Tian & Alexander 2008;
Liu & Schuck 2012).

The first significant result is that, unlike for magnetic flux
and magnetic energy, magnetic helicity presents very significant
di↵erences between the di↵erent simulations immediately after
the very start of the emergence. Each simulation is easily dis-
tinguishable from the others as early as t ⇠ 30. The magnetic
helicity is much more of a discriminant than the energies and ac-
cumulated magnetic flux are. Magnetic helicity is thus able to
characterize very well the magnetic configuration, as it depends
not only on the strength of the surrounding field, but also on its
orientation relative to the emerging flux rope.

As discussed in the Introduction, a large absolute value of the
total magnetic helicity has been frequently suggested as a poten-
tial proxy for flare eruptivity. In the framework of the present
simulation, however, we notice that this is not the case. The top
panel of Fig. 5 shows that the non-eruptive simulations all have a
total absolute helicity |HV | several times higher than the eruptive
one. Similarly, the normalized helicity (Fig. 5, bottom panel)
presents higher values for the non-eruptive cases. Our results in-
dicate that a large value of |HV | cannot be used as a criterion for
eruptivity.

Looking at the influence of the arcade field strength, we
note that there is an opposite behavior of the eruptive and non-
eruptive simulations when it comes to the total helicity. For

Fig. 5. Hv (top panel) and H̃ (bottom panel) evolution for the seven
parametric simulations. The labels are similar to Fig. 2.

the non-eruptive simulations, the stronger the arcade field, the
greater the total helicity |HV | (and H̃), while for the eruptive
cases, the strength of the arcade and the intensity of |HV | are
anti-correlated.

The origin of these behaviors can be first explained by the
fact that the weaker the arcade strength, the closer the system
is to the no-arcade case (an infinitely weak arcade would e↵ec-
tively correspond to an absence of arcade field). This explains
why, given the orientation of the arcade, the curves of HV and
H̃ tend to converge to the no-arcade case as the arcade strength
decreases. The curves of H̃ and HV thus tend to become lower
or higher, respectively, for the non-eruptive and eruptive cases,
as the arcade strength becomes lower.

This however does not explain why the orientation of the ar-
cade leads to a higher HV in the non-eruptive case and lower one
for the eruptive simulations. This dependence originates from
the fact that, unlike most quantities, magnetic helicity is intrinsi-
cally non-local (Berger & Murdin 2000). When the flux rope is
emerging, it not only advects its own helicity, but also instanta-
neously exchanges helicity with the surrounding magnetic field.
As we show in the following simplified toy model, the di↵erence
of HV between the di↵erent simulations is directly marked by the
mutual helicity shared by the emerging flux rope and the arcade
field.

Article number, page 8 of 15

Fig. 6. Time evolution of 2Hpj (top panel), and Hj (bottom panel) for
the seven parametric simulations. The labels are similar to Fig. 2

cade field. Unlike for HV and Hpj, the field strength of the arcade
does not seem to significantly influence the evolution of the val-
ues of Hj, although we note that the weak arcade curve is the one
closest to the no arcade case. This is probably because Hj, being
related to the current carrying field, is mostly influenced by the
emerging flux rope rather than the initially potential arcade.

The eruptive simulations are tightly grouped with one an-
other. Unlike the non-eruptive simulations, they present a quasi-
steady increase in the first half of the simulation, before t ⇠ 100.
The curves then eventually reach a maximum, decrease, and then
remain relatively constant. While in the first part of the simula-
tion, the curves only di↵er slightly in intensity, the timing of the
maximum and the subsequent evolution is strongly influenced by
the arcade field strength. The occurrence time of the maximum
is anti-correlated with the strength of the arcade. The stronger
the arcade, the earlier the peak of Hj. This is likely correlated
to the di↵erence in the eruption time for the di↵erent eruptive
simulations. As noted in Figure 12 of L14, the stronger the ar-
cade, the earlier the flux rope moves and is eventually ejected,
leaving the domain. The di↵erences between the curves of Hj
for the eruptive simulations have the following explanation: the
stronger the external arcade, the larger is the flux available for
reconnection. For the emerging flux rope to erupt, the shell
of stabilizing field surrounding it must be removed. Since the

emergence timescale is dictated by the same photospheric evo-
lution, more flux is available for reconnection for a given flux-
rope emergence rate, the peeling of the outer shell is faster , and
the time of eruption is earlier . Hence, the stronger the external
dipole field, the earlier the start of the eruption. As a corollary,
the longer it takes to erupt, the more flux rope emerges, there-
fore, the higher is the maximum of Hj that can be reached.

While the eruptive simulations all display a higher value of
Hj in the initial phase of the flux emergence, before t ⇠ 100,
overall, the non-eruptive simulations are the ones that present
the highest values of Hj in the later time of the evolution. Hence,
the value of Hj alone, while clearly being a↵ected by the erup-
tive behavior, cannot directly be used as an eruptivity criterion.
The high value of Hj in the second phase of the simulations
would otherwise suggest that the non-eruptive simulations could
become unstable, which does not agree with the dynamics ob-
served at the end of these simulations. The situation is some-
how similar to what was found for the free magnetic energy (cf.
Fig. 3, bottom right panel), with the di↵erence being that helic-
ity spreads the curves farther apart, that is, discriminates better
between the di↵erent cases.

If Hj itself does not constitute an obvious eruptivity criterion,
it nonetheless represents a significant portion of the total helic-
ity of the system for the eruptive simulations, as can be seen in
Fig. A.1 for the medium arcade case, for example. Actually, the
fraction of Hj to the total helicity is a key distinction between,
first, the eruptive and, second, the non-eruptive simulation, but
also between the pre-eruptive phase and the post-eruptive phase
of the eruptive simulations.

Fig. 7. Time evolution of the helicity ratio |Hj|/|HV | for the seven
parametric simulations. The labels are similar to Fig. 2.

Fig. 7 presents the ratio of |Hj| to the total helicity |HV | for
the seven parametric simulations. Because these curves corre-
spond to a ratio, and because HV is roughly null before t ⇠ 30
(magnetic flux only increases from that time on, we only plot
values after that time in order to remove the spurious values re-
sulting from the division by an infinitely small value. The non-
eruptive curves are approximately constant throughout the sim-
ulation, with values that do not exceed 0.4. For the four non-
eruptive simulations, Hj always remains a minor contributor to
HV .

On the contrary, the eruptive simulations all present high val-
ues of |Hj|/|HV | during the first phase of the simulation. Immedi-
ately after the start of the emergence at t ⇠ 30, the curves present
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Fig. 6. Time evolution of 2Hpj (top panel), and Hj (bottom panel) for
the seven parametric simulations. The labels are similar to Fig. 2

cade field. Unlike for HV and Hpj, the field strength of the arcade
does not seem to significantly influence the evolution of the val-
ues of Hj, although we note that the weak arcade curve is the one
closest to the no arcade case. This is probably because Hj, being
related to the current carrying field, is mostly influenced by the
emerging flux rope rather than the initially potential arcade.

The eruptive simulations are tightly grouped with one an-
other. Unlike the non-eruptive simulations, they present a quasi-
steady increase in the first half of the simulation, before t ⇠ 100.
The curves then eventually reach a maximum, decrease, and then
remain relatively constant. While in the first part of the simula-
tion, the curves only di↵er slightly in intensity, the timing of the
maximum and the subsequent evolution is strongly influenced by
the arcade field strength. The occurrence time of the maximum
is anti-correlated with the strength of the arcade. The stronger
the arcade, the earlier the peak of Hj. This is likely correlated
to the di↵erence in the eruption time for the di↵erent eruptive
simulations. As noted in Figure 12 of L14, the stronger the ar-
cade, the earlier the flux rope moves and is eventually ejected,
leaving the domain. The di↵erences between the curves of Hj
for the eruptive simulations have the following explanation: the
stronger the external arcade, the larger is the flux available for
reconnection. For the emerging flux rope to erupt, the shell
of stabilizing field surrounding it must be removed. Since the

emergence timescale is dictated by the same photospheric evo-
lution, more flux is available for reconnection for a given flux-
rope emergence rate, the peeling of the outer shell is faster , and
the time of eruption is earlier . Hence, the stronger the external
dipole field, the earlier the start of the eruption. As a corollary,
the longer it takes to erupt, the more flux rope emerges, there-
fore, the higher is the maximum of Hj that can be reached.

While the eruptive simulations all display a higher value of
Hj in the initial phase of the flux emergence, before t ⇠ 100,
overall, the non-eruptive simulations are the ones that present
the highest values of Hj in the later time of the evolution. Hence,
the value of Hj alone, while clearly being a↵ected by the erup-
tive behavior, cannot directly be used as an eruptivity criterion.
The high value of Hj in the second phase of the simulations
would otherwise suggest that the non-eruptive simulations could
become unstable, which does not agree with the dynamics ob-
served at the end of these simulations. The situation is some-
how similar to what was found for the free magnetic energy (cf.
Fig. 3, bottom right panel), with the di↵erence being that helic-
ity spreads the curves farther apart, that is, discriminates better
between the di↵erent cases.

If Hj itself does not constitute an obvious eruptivity criterion,
it nonetheless represents a significant portion of the total helic-
ity of the system for the eruptive simulations, as can be seen in
Fig. A.1 for the medium arcade case, for example. Actually, the
fraction of Hj to the total helicity is a key distinction between,
first, the eruptive and, second, the non-eruptive simulation, but
also between the pre-eruptive phase and the post-eruptive phase
of the eruptive simulations.

Fig. 7. Time evolution of the helicity ratio |Hj|/|HV | for the seven
parametric simulations. The labels are similar to Fig. 2.

Fig. 7 presents the ratio of |Hj| to the total helicity |HV | for
the seven parametric simulations. Because these curves corre-
spond to a ratio, and because HV is roughly null before t ⇠ 30
(magnetic flux only increases from that time on, we only plot
values after that time in order to remove the spurious values re-
sulting from the division by an infinitely small value. The non-
eruptive curves are approximately constant throughout the sim-
ulation, with values that do not exceed 0.4. For the four non-
eruptive simulations, Hj always remains a minor contributor to
HV .

On the contrary, the eruptive simulations all present high val-
ues of |Hj|/|HV | during the first phase of the simulation. Immedi-
ately after the start of the emergence at t ⇠ 30, the curves present
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o Current	helicity

o Current/relative	helicity



Ongoing	analysis

o Active	region	properties
o non-neutralized	currents
o null	points

o Forecast	performance
o full	comparison	between	using	properties	from	Blos v	Br data
o inclusion	of	flare	history	parameters	(persistence)
o exploration	of	forecast	window	latency	and	duration
o ensemble	forecasting	techniques

o Towards	CME	forecasting
o active	region	properties	linked	to	CME	production	(HELCATS	collaboration)

Upcoming	Results


